Abstract A modified fractal growth model based on the deposition, diffusion, and aggregation (DDA) with cluster rotation is presented to simulate two-dimensional fractal aggregation on liquid surfaces. The mobility (including diffusion and rotation) of clusters is related to its mass, which is given by Dm = D0s −γ D and θm = θ0s −γ θ , respectively. We concentrate on revealing the details of the influence of deposition flux F, cluster diffusion factor γD and cluster rotation factor γ θ on the dynamics of fractal aggregation on liquid surfaces. It is shown that the morphologies of clusters and values of cluster density and fractal dimension depend dramatically on the deposition flux and migration factors of clusters.
Introduction
Knowledge of diffusion and aggregation of particles on liquid surfaces is important, since it is crucial for the microstructure of various atomic aggregates and thin films. [1−3] Recent experiments reveal the main characteristics of metal islands migration on silicon oil surfaces and melting glass surfaces: all the islands with different sizes move obviously, the diffusion step length of each island is a random value, and all the islands rotate randomly during the aggregation process. [4−9] However, the detailed mechanism of metal islands diffusing including rotating on liquid surface is not yet fully understood and needs further investigation. On the other hand, computer simulations are very useful in this field. Efforts to model the nonequilibrium growth, such as fractal aggregation and thin film growth have provided detailed information about the nature of surface kinetics. There are some classical models of nonequilibrium growth: diffusion-limited aggregation (DLA), [10] cluster-cluster aggregation (CCA), [11, 12] deposition, diffusion, and aggregation (DDA). [13−15] In the DLA model, the particles are deposited one by one, so it is only suitable for the case of very low flux for monolayer growth. In the CCA model, the particles are put onto the substrate all at once, so it cannot describe the process of continual injection of particles in the deposition process. In the DDA model, the process of particle deposition and cluster diffusion are performed on solid surface, where the substrate lattice still exists and the rotation of clusters is not considered. Luo et al. presented a Monte Carlo model to simulate the formation of fractal islands on nonlattice substrates. [16] In this model, one or two thousand of compact clusters (discs) are first deposited randomly on nonlattice square substrate and the deposition process is not included, the rotation of clusters is not related to their mass and the diffusion of particles and clusters is restricted to four directions, i.e. north, east, south and west. It is necessary to propose a modified kinetic model, in which the aspects of deposition, diffusion, rotation, and aggregation, as well as coalescence are taken into account so as to reproduce the fractal aggregation on liquid surfaces. In this paper, a detailed kinetic model -the deposition, diffusion, rotation, and aggregation (DDRA) model is presented to reveal the details of the influence of deposition flux, cluster diffusion factor, and cluster rotation factor on the dynamics of fractal aggregation on liquid surfaces. Particular emphasis is placed on revealing the roles that cluster diffusion and rotation play in the coalescence process. These detailed results will be helpful in understanding the formation of clusters on liquid surfaces, such as metal on silicon oil or melting glass surfaces.
Simulation Model
The DDRA model is defined as follows.
(i) Deposition Particles are deposited at randomly chosen positions of the liquid surface at a flux F (Monolayer / Monte Carlo step, i.e. ML/MCs).
(ii) Diffusion The deposited particles and the clusters are allowed to diffusion in random directions (not restricted to only four directions), but the diffusion mobility of a cluster decreases with the increase of the cluster mass. The maximum diffusion length can be described as [14] where s is the number of particles in the cluster, D 0 is the diffusion length for a single particle (D 0 =10 is set up in this paper), and γ D characterizes the dependence of the maximum diffusion length D m on the cluster mass s. For liquid surfaces, γ D < 1 and we assume it remains unchanged during the cluster growth process. The diffusion length for the cluster can be randomly chosen from 0, 1, 2, . . . , D m .
(iii) Rotation Apart from diffusion, the clusters are allowed to rotate rigidly about each center of mass. It is evident that rotation mobility of a cluster also decreases with the increase of the cluster mass. Similar to the case of cluster diffusion, the maximum rotation angle of a cluster can also be described as
where s is the number of particles in the cluster, θ 0 is set to 2π (rads), and γ θ characterizes the dependence of the maximum rotation angle θ m on the cluster mass s. The rotation angle for the cluster can be randomly chosen from −θ m to θ m .
(iv) Aggregation When the mobile particles or clusters diffuse to their nearest-neighbor positions, they will stick to each other irreversibly with a unit probability and become larger clusters.
In our simulation, all particles and clusters have opportunities to move in every simulation circle, except that they are restricted to zero by the formula (1) or (2). However, in Luo's paper, [16] there is only one island randomly picked to move with a random manner each time. On the other hand, periodic boundary conditions and nonoverlap condition are set up. If a diffusion step length or a rotation angle is so large that the overlap between two clusters happens, then they will aggregate and become one cluster at the position where the two clusters just contact each other. For simplicity, effects of reevaporation from the surface and sedimentation of deposited particles are negligible.
Results and Discussions
We first present the sequence of growth morphologies for diffusion-rotation-aggregation (DRA), where 0.2 ML particles are first deposited randomly on a twodimensional liquid surface. The simulation is performed on a 360 ×360 area and the factors of diffusion and rotation are set to γ D = 0.5, γ θ = 1.5, respectively. It is typical for such systems that the particles and clusters can diffuse further and may form larger fractal clusters by joining other aggregates. Figure 1 shows four stages of such a process. As expected, larger randomly branching aggregates appear in the system and the cluster size increases in time, while the cluster density (the total number of clusters on the surface) decreases. In principle, after a sufficiently long period all of the particles in the finite system become part of a single cluster, while percolation effect happens. A quantitative evaluation of the cluster density is presented in Fig. 2 , where the logarithm of the cluster density decreases quickly with growth time. A common way of representing the morphology of the clusters is to measure their fractal dimension. Figure 3 shows results of fractal dimension d f (using Box-counting method [17] )
as a function of the growth time. Obviously, d f decreases with time, while more and more small clusters coalesce each other to form larger clusters. Further morphological details can be achieved from DDRA simulation, where the deposition process is included. Figure 4 shows snapshots of the system at four different coverages (corresponding to four different times of deposition) for a flux F = 0.001 ML/MCs, γ D = 0.5, γ θ = 1.5. At very short time, mainly isolated particles are found on the surface, since they did not meet another one to form a cluster. Later, small clusters are grown on the substrate and the cluster density increases. These small clusters can be considered as the nucleation centers for the growth, while they can still diffuse and rotate. Nucleation and growth are competing processes, because an arriving particle can either form a new cluster with another free particle or diffuse into an existing cluster. As time goes on, large clusters grow on these nucleation centers and new nuclei are still formed, because of the diffusion and rotation of the clusters and also by addition of single particles. In order to investigate the influence of the deposition flux during the growth process, simulations of DDRA are performed for different flux. The cluster densities as a function of growth time for various deposition flux are shown in Fig. 5 . It is clear that all the cluster densities increase quickly with increasing growth time, and then they reach their maximum values, where the saturation sets in. At that time, the increment of cluster (including single particles) number by addition of deposition and the decrement of cluster number by coalescence between clusters reaches the equilibrium. As time goes on, more and more deposited particles attach to existing clusters and the coalescence effect plays a dominant role, yielding the decreasing of the cluster density. In the case of higher deposition flux, there are more active particles and clusters on the surface (corresponding higher coverage) than that in lower flux at the same growth time. The coalescence effect becomes more apparent and the curve of cluster density as a function of time becomes steeper (see Fig. 5 ). We can define the mean cluster size as the total number of particles deposited on the surface versus the number of clusters. As expected, the mean cluster size increases with increasing growth time, as seen in Fig. 6 . At the same growth time, the higher the deposition flux, the larger the value of mean cluster size. On the other hand, if we consider the mean cluster size for different flux but at the same coverage, an interesting thing is that the higher the deposition flux, the smaller the value of the mean cluster size, as seen in Fig. 7 . It is because the growth times for the cases of different flux to reach the same coverage are different. There is sufficient time for active particles and clusters to move and form larger clusters at lower flux when it reaches the certain coverage. Similarly, we have presented the fractal dimension as functions of time and of coverage for different flux. These results are shown in Figs. 8 and 9 , respectively. It is clear that in the early stage, fractal dimension increases with time quickly, while more and more particles are deposited on the surfaces. Then all the values of fractal dimension increase slowly and tend to their plateaus. The higher the deposition flux, the larger the value of dimension at the same time as seen in Fig. 8 . With increasing coverage, large clusters are built up by diffusion and rotation of the small clusters and they become denser by the addition of particles inside them. Eventually, a cluster of a size comparable to the system size is built and percolation will take place. At the same coverage, the higher deposition flux corresponds to the higher cluster density and smaller mean size of clusters, as seen in Fig. 7 . It is easy to deduce from Fig. 3 that the smaller the clusters number, the smaller the value of fractal dimension measured from the finite system with the same coverage. This conclusion can nicely explain the results shown in Fig. 9 . To investigate the influence of cluster diffusion and rotation on dynamics of fractal aggregation, simulations are performed for different situations, while the deposition flux keeps a constant F = 0.001 ML/MCs.
The first situation is the critical nucleus i = 1, i.e. only monomers can move and clusters are not allowed to diffuse and rotate. Under this circumstance, cluster density increases with time at the early stage, and then it tends to a constant, where saturation occurs, as seen in the curve a in Fig. 10 . In this saturation regime, all of the deposited particles attach to existing clusters before they find a second mobile particle to create a new nucleus. At low coverage, coalescence effect is weak because all the clusters are stable. On the contrary, if the clusters are allowed to diffuse or rotate, the situations will change dramatically. The second situation is that monomers and clusters are allowed to diffuse but the rotation of clusters is forbidden, where the diffusion factor is set to γ D = 0.5.
The third situation is that clusters are allowed both to diffuse and to rotate, where the diffusion factor is also set to γ D = 0.5 and the rotation factor is set to γ θ = 1.5. It can be seen from comparing the curves b and c in Fig. 10 that time-dependence of cluster densities in these two situations are similar. Both of them are affected by coalescence due to the diffusion or rotation of clusters. The cluster densities reduce dramatically in time in the saturation regime. Of course, the values of cluster density in the second situation are bigger than that in the third situation. The difference between these two curves is due to the results affected by the clusters rotation. To get insight into the roles that cluster diffusion and rotation play in the nucleation and growth of aggregates, detailed simulations are also performed for different diffusion factors and different rotation factors. These results are shown in Figs. 11 and 12 , respectively. In the early stage, there are few particles deposited on the surface. The effects of cluster diffusion length and rotation angle on coalescence between clusters are still weak, although the clusters are so small that they can diffuse and rotate on the surface freely. The difference of cluster densities for different γ D and γ θ is not apparent. With increasing growth time, especially after saturation takes place, the clusters become larger. At not very high coverage, the mobility (including diffusion and rotation) of clusters is still large, the effect of coalescence between clusters is dominant and cluster densities decrease dramatically. It is evident that the coalescence effect not only depends on the degree of cluster mobility, but also depends on the size and the migration time of clusters. In principle, the larger size of active cluster corresponds to the larger capture rate to form larger cluster, giving rise to stronger coalescence effect. As expected, the smaller the factor γ D or γ θ , the easier for cluster to diffuse or rotate, resulting in smaller the values of cluster densities. Meanwhile, as time goes on, the difference of cluster density at different factors of γ D or γ θ will become bigger and bigger, while the clusters become larger and larger, as seen in Figs. 11 and 12. 
Conclusions
In summary, we have proposed a modified model that describes diffusion, rotation, and aggregation exhibited by particles as they are deposited on liquid surface. It is shown that the DDRA model excellently reproduces the aspects of deposition and growth process, and also permits one to distinguish the effects of deposition, diffusion, rotation as well as coalescence and percolation. It is easy to extend the DDRA model to various surfaces via adjusting the diffusion factor and rotation factor, even to the solid surfaces. On the other hand, rigid cluster motion is not realistic for clusters on surfaces, effect of ripening (redistribution of mass in a cluster and between clusters) [18] should be considered in further modified models. Indeed, the mechanism of the factors of γ D and γ θ is still in progress. They are not only related to the cluster mass but related to the distribution of mass, properties of liquid surface as well. Moreover, one can consider not only the influence of the diffusion length and rotation angles of cluster but also the influence of the velocity of diffusion and angular velocity of rotation in the fractal growth process. Further study will be done.
